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Making National Chain 
Stores and Restaurants 

Fit into Your Community
Michael Stokes, AICP

APA/ PA Conference 10/22/2019



National Chain Stores and Restaurant 
Locations in the US

24,340 13,327 7,677 4,491 1,739

13,905 15,000 8,000 7,320 14,835

7,800
9,560 5,358 580 800



Desired Locations
• Community with 50,000 residents
• 20,000 ADTs
• Near other businesses, offices and hotels
• 200+ ft road frontage
• Growing or stable community
• Easy access and visibility
• Utilities



Vision for Your Community
This?????

Or This?????



Translating Vision into Reality

• Bulk/ height/ setback
• Signage
• Access and egress
• Parking
• Lighting
• Buffering
• Streetscape
• Building design/ materials/ windows/ door 

placement



Know Your New Business

• Corporate owner
• Franchisee
• Real estate developer ground lease
• Real estate developer build lease



Generic or Local Character?

Generic Local Architecture Style

Adaptive Reuse



Saving History



Details

Building Location
Landscaping

Parking

Lighting

Signage

Entrance/ windows

Architectural/ Materials



Benson, AZ- Newcomb@flickr Chesapeake, VA- Newcomb@flickr Davie, FL, - Ka2rina@flickr Richmond, VA- Ryan@flickr

Germantown, PA- Newcomb@flickr
Hinsdale, Ill- James@flickr

Pottstown, PA Newcomb@flickr Yarmouth, ME- Newcomb@flickr

Mulica Hill, NJ- Newcomb@flickr Suffolk, VA- Ryan@flickr Snowflake, AZ- Newcomb@flickr
Waynesville, OH- Robert 
Magina@flickr



Context is everything



Making National Chain 
Stores and Restaurants 

Fit into Your Community
Michael Stokes, AICP

mmstokes99@gmail.com



20 Ways to Make Sure Your 
Zoning Doesn’t Harm Your 

Economic Development
Charlie Schmehl

Urban Research and Development Corporation
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania 



Writing a Zoning Ordinance with a large Committee 
is like over-decorating a Christmas Tree.  

Everyone wants to keep loading it up with regulations 
- to address their favorite issues.  Eventually, the 

whole thing comes crashing down from the weight. 



You are never going to be able to think of every 
possible land use.  Have a provision allowing your 

Zoning Hearing Board to approve uses that are not 
addressed anywhere in your ordinance.  The 
applicant would be required to prove the use is 

compatible & similar to allowed uses in that district.



There will be individuals or 
business competitors who will try 
to oppose almost any major 
development. 

Try to avoid offering too many 
opportunities for nuisance 
challenges of a zoning or 
subdivision approval.  Those 
challenges may be designed to 
delay a project and run up the 
developer’s expenses.  

This includes writing ordinances 
so that desirable types of projects 
are unlikely to need special 
exception or conditional use 
approvals or variances.



Conditional and Special Exception Approval Processes are
not only time-consuming and expensive for the 
applicants, but also municipal officials could often be 
making better use of that time.  

Look at your zoning variance requests, and if a type of 
variance is always granted, then it should not need a 
variance.

If there are 
common 
conditions placed 
upon the approvals,
they can instead 
be written into the 
ordinance.



Look for opportunities to allow compatible mixes of 
uses that can make better use of parking (particularly 
for uses with different peak periods of demand), can 
enliven neighborhoods, can allow people to live 
closer to work, and can offer convenient services to 
residents.  

However, more 
intensive commercial 
uses (particularly late 
night uses and auto-
related uses) should be 
separated from 
residential areas.   



Don’t be too afraid of another building story.   Too 
many municipalities are overly restrictive in heights, 
which can waste land in prime development areas and 
interfere with interesting architectural designs and 
higher quality interior spaces. Most business districts 
should allow 4 or 5 stories, particularly in areas that 
are not historic and not near dwellings.  

Industrial buildings also often now want 50 feet 
heights, even for one floor.  

If there is concern about sunlight 
reaching the street or compatibility 
with a historic street, the top floor 
can be required to be setback from 
the street. 



Avoid overly subjective wording that will create 
confusion, and will be unenforceable in the end.

If design standards are used, make sure it is 100% clear 
which are regulations, and which are advisory guidelines. 

“Don’t Build This” >

Don’t expect every site to be able to
attract an international corporate 
headquarters.  Don’t write zoning 
to limit a site to what is felt to be 
the optimum use, but instead 
provide a range of uses so that 
the private market can work. 



Include zoning provisions that allow for additional uses of 
older industrial buildings and institutional buildings, as a 
special exception use.  The ZHB can also be given authority 
to modify density, parking and dimensional requirements, 
without needing a variance. 

This is particularly useful to allow reuses of old churches, 
convents and schools, and to allow an industrial building 
next to a residential district to be converted into housing. 

Live-Work Units can be allowed in selected areas.  These 
uses allow a person to work and live in the same flexible 
space, without having all of the restrictions of a home 
occupation.  These uses are particularly popular with artists 
in older industrial buildings, but can                                                        
also be useful for persons who operate a small office or                                                                
who provide personal or business services. 



It is often difficult to cost-effectively renovate upper story building 
space for new uses.   Density requirements for apartments should not 
be overly strict, to allow reuse of old buildings.
If two or more adjacent buildings are linked together, they may be 
able to share a common elevator and a common fire stairwell, which 
may make the project cost-effective.
The Statewide Construction Codes offer some ability to approve 
alternative ways of meeting fire safety requirements in older 
buildings.  

To make best use of this 
flexibility, it is valuable                              
to have well-informed                                            
persons on the Construction 
Code Board of Appeals, and 
to encourage owners of                           
older buildings to take                                             
advantage of that process.    



For colleges and hospitals, allow flexibility in their 
development of their core campuses, including taller heights, 
high coverages, small setbacks and flexibility in parking 
locations, and making uses permitted by right. 

On the residential edges of campuses, use stricter standards, such 
as lower building heights, large setbacks for residence halls, and 
landscaped buffer requirements.

The goal is encourage tax 
exempt uses to “grow up, 
instead of out,” so they don’t 
consume excessive amounts of 
tax- exempt land or intrude 
into stable residential 
neighborhoods.  



Non-conforming uses create administrative burdens 
for municipal staffs and ZHBs, and additional 
expenses for the owners.  Non-conformity can no 
only limit expansions, but it can make it difficult to 
obtain financing for improvements.

Review the location of non-conforming businesses 
uses and consider whether any should be included in 
a business district, or 
have their use allowed in 
the current district.   



Avoid over-regulating what the 
average resident wants to do.  
This involves writing standards 
so that it is easy to add a deck, 
a sunroom, a pool or another 
bedroom. 

Excessive setbacks and 
coverage limits can make these 
things difficult.  If a person has 
a difficult time expanding an 
older house, they may move to 
a newer house.  

Also, make sure it is not 
difficult to add a shed or a 
back-yard fence.



It is valuable to utilize the North American Industrial Classification 
Code system to separate the various types of industrial uses.  The 
lighter types of industrial uses should be allowed by right in more 
districts than the more intensive industrial uses.  The heavier types of 
industrial uses should be limited to one zoning district and should need 
special exception or conditional use approval.

A complementary set of 
commercial uses should be 
allowed in most industrial 
districts.  However, it may be 
desirable to not allow  shopping 
centers, auto sales and other 
uses that may take up too much 
of the prime land that most 
suitable for industrial uses.



Make sure your ordinances help 
make your community be more 
pedestrian-friendly.  This 
includes making sure that
buildings are not required to be 
setback too far from the street, and 
that excessively large curb radii 
are not required at intersections.  

Under MPC’s TND authority, 
new buildings can be required to 
be placed  relatively close to the 
street.

Safe pedestrian routes should be 
required through large parking 
lots. 



To promote use of public transit, consider increasing 
densities along major bus corridors or near rail stations.  
Allow transit shelters to be installed, with a sign that 
pays for their maintenance.
Require pedestrian pathways that connect buildings 
with transit stops.
Seek that major developers                              contact 
the transit provider                                 to discuss 
opportunities for                           service or an 
improved stop.



For example, require 
one shade tree per 10 
parking spaces, plus 
trees along streets and 
buffers. 

Promote naturalistic 
plantings of varied 
species, as opposed to 
militaristic rows.

Requiring the planting of large numbers of trees is 
more valuable than requiring low impervious 
coverages that can waste prime land. 



To avoid excessive parking requirements, consider Inst. 
of Transp. Engineering data on average parking needs for 
various uses.  

Also, give your ZHB ability to modify parking 
requirements because of complementary shared use, and 
to require that a portion of required parking not be built 
immediately, unless it is shown to be needed based upon 
actual use. 



In older commercial areas, allow some flexibility in 
zoning to allow parking to be located on another lot 
within a specified walking distance. This allows the 
fullest use of the prime development sites.  It also 
effectively helps to hide parking in less visible 
locations, including in the interior of blocks.

In selected areas, a business can be offered the option 
of paying a fee-in-lieu of providing all of their 
required parking spaces.  The fees can then be used 
over time for the municipality to acquire, develop 
and/or lease public parking spaces within the area.  A 
larger public parking area is much more efficient in 
layout and usage than many individual private 
parking areas. 



Signs – Make sure your maximum sign areas are 
large enough to allow every business to have clear 
visibility from a street.  
Vary allowed sign area by the number of uses on a 
lot.  Allow signs to project perpendicular from a 
building so they are more visible to pedestrians.  In 
pedestrian areas, allow sandwich board signs to be 
placed on the sidewalk. 



20 Ways to Make Sure Your 
Zoning Doesn’t Harm Your 

Economic Development
Charlie Schmehl

Urban Research and Development Corporation
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania 
cschmehl@urdc.com
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Potter Township + Shell Plant

BOOM + BUST     APA – PA ANNUAL CONFERENCE     22 OCTOBER 2019     READING PA



Shell rising

BOOM + BUST     APA – PA ANNUAL CONFERENCE     22 OCTOBER 2019     READING PA



What the Shell happened?

“Horsehead to close 
Monaca zinc 
smelting plant, cut 
510 jobs”

BOOM + BUST     APA – PA ANNUAL CONFERENCE     22 OCTOBER 2019     READING PA



This

BOOM + BUST     APA – PA ANNUAL CONFERENCE     22 OCTOBER 2019     READING PA



And this

BOOM + BUST     APA – PA ANNUAL CONFERENCE     22 OCTOBER 2019     READING PA



“Chemical Alley”
• Beaver Valley Power Station, Shippingport – world’s first commercial 
nuclear facility 

• Bruce Mansfield coal-fired plant

• St. Joseph Lead / Horsehead Corp. zinc smelter

• First AES Co-Generation plant 

• Nova Chemicals

• BASF Corp. 

in proximity to Shell site

BOOM + BUST     APA – PA ANNUAL CONFERENCE     22 OCTOBER 2019     READING PA



Managing decline
Small – 6 square miles

Aging

Continued decline in population

2005 Comp Plan – mostly unimplemented

Zoning – dated from 1982

“Curious, but clueless, about natural gas development”

BOOM + BUST     APA – PA ANNUAL CONFERENCE     22 OCTOBER 2019     READING PA



It’s Pennsylvania = It’s a Keystone Opportunity Expansion Zone

Potter not distressed

Counter to state law

Lacked “unique state/local” partnership

“Revive economically distressed 
urban and rural communities with 
one of the most power market-
based incentives – eliminating 
taxes”  

PA Dept of Revenue website, 2018

“No one had thought to ask Potter Township about the KOEZ.”

BOOM + BUST     APA – PA ANNUAL CONFERENCE     22 OCTOBER 2019     READING PA



What about community capacity?

Typically constructed as …
Inputs: the resources available for professionals to carry 
out their decisions

Outputs: the capabilities to determine actions to goals

COMMITMENT   = the will to act!

BOOM + BUST     APA – PA ANNUAL CONFERENCE     22 OCTOBER 2019     READING PA



Shell KOEZ

MUNICIPAL + SCHOOL DISTRICT

15 years + 7 year extension

PILOT – Payment in Lieu of Taxes

State “safety fund” grant

BOOM + BUST     APA – PA ANNUAL CONFERENCE     22 OCTOBER 2019     READING PA



What could the community do? Demand data.

ROUTE 18 CORRIDOR ANALYSIS

Map existing assets

Identify available land uses and 
parcels

Analyze financial losses from 
KOEZ, businesses, homes

Suggest solutions

BOOM + BUST     APA – PA ANNUAL CONFERENCE     22 OCTOBER 2019     READING PA



What did the community do? Respond to data.

New zoning & SALDO

Robust, reliable planning & 
permitting process

“Cultural conservation”

BALANCE  = Community 
resilience

BOOM + BUST     APA – PA ANNUAL CONFERENCE     22 OCTOBER 2019     READING PA



Lights! Sound! Traffic!

BOOM + BUST     APA – PA ANNUAL CONFERENCE     22 OCTOBER 2019     READING PA



Potter not able to protect from every adverse 
experience in this new shale economy

BOOM + BUST     APA – PA ANNUAL CONFERENCE     22 OCTOBER 2019     READING PA



Context for action: jobs vs environment

Changing landscape

Competing positions  

→ Coherent policy

RECONCILIATION

BOOM + BUST     APA – PA ANNUAL CONFERENCE     22 OCTOBER 2019     READING PA



Adding it up +
“Decisions made with quality data, through a 
quality process, to reach a quality vision 
demands not only capacity but asks local 
government to be a quality catalyst.”

BOOM + BUST     APA – PA ANNUAL CONFERENCE     22 OCTOBER 2019     READING PA



Small communities + the capacity of commitment

Capacity: more than inputs 
and resources

Capacity-building =
engagement

Community engagement =
capacity as commitment to 
action

BOOM + BUST     APA – PA ANNUAL CONFERENCE     22 OCTOBER 2019     READING PA



Both + And = all of the above

BOOM + BUST     APA – PA ANNUAL CONFERENCE     22 OCTOBER 2019     READING PA



Potter Township. Naturally.

BOOM + BUST     APA – PA ANNUAL CONFERENCE     22 OCTOBER 2019     READING PA



SABINA DEITRICK, PHD
SABINAD@PITT.EDU

REBECCA MATSCO
MATSCO.POTTERTWP@GMAIL.COM
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Past, Present and . . .  
Future? 

Fast, Fun, Fervent Session
Pennsylvania APA Conference October 22, 2019 

David N. Hunter, Sr., AICP 
Planning Consultant



Reading’s
Past



Reading Station Outlets 



The Dana Site



A New Administration Every 4 Years





Back 
to the 

Future?



déjà vu 
all over 
again!







PRINCIPLES of 
URBANISM

▪ Walkability

▪ Mixed Housing

▪ Sustainability

▪ Quality Architecture 
& Urban Design



SMART GROWTH
▪ Quality of Life

▪ Economic Development

▪ Livable Communities

▪ Alternative Transportation

▪ A Range of Housing  
Opportunities

▪ Preservation of Open Space



MARKET STREET, SAN FRANCISCO 



TELLURIDE, COLORADO 

The main street in Telluride is a great mix of art galleries, clothes shops, 
outdoorsy emporiums, interior design, furniture boutiques and coffee nooks.





Focus On Landmarks



Focus On Landmarks



Big Mill Apartments



From this …  



SUPER NATURAL PRODUCE III
229 N 4TH Street

To This!



Past, Present and . . .  
Future? 

Fast, Fun, Fervent Session
Pennsylvania APA Conference October 22, 2019 

David N. Hunter, Sr., AICP 
City of Reading Department of Community Development

David.Hunter@readingpa.gov



THE PATH TO PROGRESS 
REVITALIZING DOWNTOWN READING

AARON GANTZ
AGANTZ@GREATERREADING.ORG



With great 
challenge, 
comes 
great 
opportunity



CONDITION OF PROPERTIES



CONDITION OF PUBLIC SPACE





Executive 
Director of 
Downtown 

Revitalization

Mayor’s 
Office / City 

Services

City Council

Downtown 
Small 

Business 
Owner

Downtown 
Large 

Business
RDIDA 

Board Chair

Private 
Entity #1

Private 
Entity #2

Citizen / 
Resident



Economic 
development focus

01
Attraction/retention 
of new investment 
& businesses to 
downtown Reading

02
Improve & maintain 
a positive 
perception of 
downtown Reading

03

STRATEGIES





PROPERTY + 
BUSINESS 
INVENTORY
VACANCY RATE?
BUSINESS MIX?
WHAT IS MISSING      OPPORTUNITY



KNOW YOUR 
STATS

Population Demographics

Employment 
Base

Investment



DOWNTOWN 
READING



DOWNTOWN 
READING





INTERFACE WITH 
POTENTIAL 
INVESTOR, 
DEVELOPERS & 
BUSINESS OWNERS



BUSINESS 
WALKS



INCENTIVES FINANCING PERMITTING 
PROCESS

LIAISON BETWEEN 
CITY + BUSINESS, 
INVESTOR, ETC.

IDENTIFY RESOURCES



FAÇADE IMPROVEMENT GRANTS

$100,000 AVAILABLE $173,000 REQUESTED $100,000 APPROVED $300,000+ TOTAL 
INVESTMENT COSTS





CELEBRATE 
SUCCESS!



GET SOCIAL
Instagram | Facebook | Twitter | @DowntownReading



#WeNoticedRDG





ARCHITECTURE



DOWNTOWN READING EVENTS



REINVENTION IS A MARATHON, NOT A SPRINT!



THE PATH TO PROGRESS 
REVITALIZING DOWNTOWN READING

AARON GANTZ
AGANTZ@GREATERREADING.ORG



Thank You!

Former Asst
Director, 

Montgomery 
County 

Planning 
Commission-

Michael 

Michael Baker 
International -

Jamie

University of 
Pittsburgh -

Sabina

Urban 
Research and 
Development  

- Charlie

Greater 
Reading 
Chamber 
Alliance -

Aaron

Planning 
Consultant -

David

Amanda Schumacher
Market Sector Leader

aschumacher@borton-lawson.com
908.319.8829
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